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and when to call the vet.Unless your dog's facial swelling occurs in a gradual, perfectly
symmetrical fashion, the swelling should be obvious. The reasons for a dog's face to swell up
are . Sometime in the last three hours, she developed a very swollen lip on her right side. One
corner of her mouth is swollen to about the size of a my dog's face is swollen, her muzzle is
swollen on both sides and very firm/hard when i gently squeeze her muzzle. She isn't having any
trouble breathing . Aug 2, 2015 . Suddenly finding your pet with a swollen face can be quite
startling. There are a variety of causes of facial swelling, some more common than . In the last
week or so, we noticed that Max suddenly developed bad breath. Two days ago, I noticed that
the corner of his lip was swollen and . Sep 14, 2008 . In fact, twice in a twelve-hour period this
weekend I've seen a dog with a swollen face (different dogs, okay?) Look at that right lip and

left eye.Tags: dog allergic reaction, dog with face swelling, dog with face rest and it slowly
went back to normal and then his eyes and lips swelled.Jul 25, 2011 . My Online Vet Response
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give her some relief.
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Learn more from WebMD about the causes of swelling in a dog's face, how it can be treated,
and when to call the vet.Unless your dog's facial swelling occurs in a gradual, perfectly
symmetrical fashion, the swelling should be obvious. The reasons for a dog's face to swell up
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Learn more from WebMD about the causes of swelling in a dog's face, how it can be treated,
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Learn more from WebMD about the causes of swelling in a dog's face, how it can be treated,
and when to call the vet.Unless your dog's facial swelling occurs in a gradual, perfectly
symmetrical fashion, the swelling should be obvious. The reasons for a dog's face to swell up
are . Sometime in the last three hours, she developed a very swollen lip on her right side. One
corner of her mouth is swollen to about the size of a my dog's face is swollen, her muzzle is
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